RESIDENTIAL FURNITURE

S U R FAC E & PA N E L S P E C

Most residential furniture being created today includes panel-based

goods. Beautifully designed pieces featuring the latest in high pressure
laminate (HPL), thermally fused laminate (TFL), three-dimensional
laminate (3DL), foils, veneers and more are commonly featured as room

centerpieces. Design and material capability are essential qualities that
panel-based goods and decorative surfaces bring to functional furniture.

These materials provide cost-effective solutions yet offer intrinsically
attractive characteristics to furniture made by companies ranging from
big box manufacturers to high-end custom producers.
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➊ This intimate storage area mixes white acrylic highgloss doors with textured TFL on the drawer fronts for
a varied and classy look. Simple, sleek and elegant
hardware completes the look.
High pressure
laminate (HPL) is utilized generously in this children's
bedroom, where doors and furniture benefit from
the beauty and fidelity of textured laminates, whose
durability and ease of cleaning offer functionality,
as well.
Built-ins are becoming more common
in modern homes and bring their own function and
style, especially when they combine classic white TFL
shelving mixed with popular TFL textures that are all
but indistinguishable from solid wood.
Laminates
are finding their way into new and unique applications
in residential environments. High pressure laminate
(HPL) is durable, beautiful and functional, and can
be used in wet areas like this shower.
Hardware
choices can help define the style and feel of any
residential space. In this case, the barn door and its
hardware make a grand statement and add visual
interest to the passageway between a main room and
den. Doors made from MDF and laminated with HPL
provide stability and durability.
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See pages 36-82
for more detailed
product descriptions
and performance
characteristics.

